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VITAL STRIKE  
Vital Strike is an effective, affordable and safe solution for 

New Zealand Bowling Greens. A proven alternative to hydro-seeding that has become 

known for erosion and growth control while providing long term ground cover.  

Vital Strike holds the seed in place to ensure quick and even germination even withstanding 

heavy rain and irrigation. 

 

BENEFITS 

- Vital Strike is an affordable option 

- Vital Strike can withstand heavy rain events and being submerged for days 

- Easy to use & certify as Non-Hazardous 

- Vital Strike is a polymer technology that also includes a basic NPK fertilizer for          

improved establishment & growth 

- Long term ground cover 

- Significant time & water savings 

- Vital Strike avoids the use of mulch which creates thatching issues  
 

Vital Strike can be used when sowing a new bowling green, but also can be 

used to repair small damaged areas on your green. 

- Nail rake the damaged area. Spread the bulbils or groovings. 

- Apply VITAL STRIKE to the affected area with watering can or sprayer 

- Allow to dry for 24hrs before irrigating. 

 

PRODUCT INFO 
- PRICE:   $103.40 for 20L of VITAL STRIKE ( 50c per square M ) 

- RATE:   1L of product per 10L of water ( 10% ) per 10 square M 

- USE AT:   1L of mix per Square Metre  

- LASTING TIME:  1-2 months  

 

“Overall were very happy with the result, and I believe the use of VITAL STRIKE is the best 

solution I’ve seen for establishing bowling greens and I will be recommending the use of 

VITAL STRIKE throughout the bowling greenkeepers community.”            

  – John Williscroft, Bowls Tahunanui 
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How to apply STRIKE to your BOWLING GREEN 

 

1. Ensure your applicator's equipment is flushed clean (if they use any products in 

their spray system). When they fill make sure there is some water in the tank 

before adding the Vital Strike. 

 

2. Check the forecast and do not apply if there is more than 5mm of rain expected 

within 24 hrs after the product is applied. 

 

3. Some moisture in the soil is ok, so if there is a light dew - it is fine to apply but as 

mentioned, any frost needs to thaw first.   

 

4. The product will stain concrete and light-coloured wood, so bear that in mind and 

as it is a liquid it may run and splash onto other areas.  The best way to avoid 

staining is to dilute the product with water but don't wash any spills into drains - 

use soil or sawdust to contain and soak up excess product. 

 

5. If the equipment has any product on it - wipe it off with a damp cloth before it 

dries. 

 

6. The mixing instructions should be very easy to follow and if you add 10% product 

to 90% water then apply at 1 litre of dilution per m2 - you should get a very good 

result. 
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Using VITAL STRIKE when sowing a 

bowling Green. 

 
The top was removed on 3 May.  From then until sowing the 

green was hand raked, scarified, drag mat etc to create a tilth for 

sowing. It was also levelled to plinth board height as no soil after 

sowing. A herbicide was used before sowing to remove any 

weeds that had germinated. A fertiliser programme from NZSTI 

was followed. 

 

On 18 August the green was sown.  Because 30mm of rain was 

predicted I had shade cloth on site to cover the green.  I did not 

use it.  On 19 August I went to the green with a magnifying glass 

and looked for seed. I COULD NOT SEE ANY.  What I saw was 

a film like the early stage of slime covering the green.  Small 

particles of soil were stuck together and when touched needed a 

little pressure to break.  I realised it was the Vital Strike doing its 

job. 

 

At about 3am on Monday 20 August it started to rain.  It got 

heavier as the morning went on.  At about 10am I went to the 

green and it was well under water.  I could not see any seed 

floating on the water. [ Bruce Lowe Prebbleseeds arrived while I 

was there ].   We had 100mm rain in 12 hours. 

 

On Wednesday 22 August when the green was clear of water 

there was very little seed in the ditch.  NOT ENOUGH TO 

CONCERNED ABOUT. 
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Up until 20 September when hand weeding started there was 

virtually no walking on the green.  The Irrigators were used to 

keep the green moist. 

 

From sowing until play started a regular fungicide programme at 

about 3 weeks was followed.  Fertilisers from the NZSTI 

programme.  Otherwise work was as the eye saw it, eg see it and 

do it. Trust what you see. 

 

The green was ready for play by 30 November, but 40 mm of 

rain kept us off the green until 7 December.  By then the mower 

was at summer playing height. 

 

Cost savings using VITAL STRIKE 

The costs are taken from quotes I received before starting on the 

renovations on 3 May 2018. 

 

Plane green $7882.10     Turf Cut  $700.00   actual cost $6628.60 

 

Hydromulch 2 quotes 

$5739.08 & $2705.50                   Vital Strike $517.00 

Total  $13521.18                           Total          $1217.00 

or       $10487.60 

 

 So    $10487.60 to plane the green & hydromulch 

 and   $1217.00  to Turf Cut & Vital strike 

 Saving  $9270.60 
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I know from experience that Turf Cutting is easier to set up and 

to clear the green than planing.  Still the same amount of soil to 

remove but picking up slabs of turf is easier than shovelling. 

 

From the time the top is removed until sowing the effort to ready 

the green is the same.  I used the wires to bring up to plinth board 

height because no soil after sowing.  Four men can do the job 

from sowing the seed to applying the Vital Strike.  We had 2 to 

do the seed and 4 when applying the Vital Strike.  Work started at 

10am and completed by 3pm. 

 

John Williscroft Greenkeeper, Bowls Tahunanui, Nelson 

 

 

Note. Pohara in Golden Bay used Vital Strike with the same 

result and we both had the severe weather. 

 

 

Unfortunately we both planed our greens before we learnt about 

Vital Strike at the South Island Greenkeepers conference in 

Nelson in July 2018.  We could have saved our clubs $5928.60. 

 

 

I hope this will become the way to sow our greens with 

considerable cost saving. 
 


